also for calibration checks on the CTD oxygen sensor. In addition, the Niskin rosette was equipped with a
nephelometer and an altimeter to enable close bottom approaches. This allowed us to sample full depth
profiles to within 10‐15 m of the bottom.
There was one alarming incident during station 1. An over‐heated resistance coil in an apparatus burst
into flame in the analytical lab. It was quickly extinguished, but not before the lab was filled with acrid
smoke and a general fire alarm was triggered on the ship. This served as an object lesson in the dangers
of fire at sea, while the ship’s crew demonstrated efficiency and cool heads while dealing with the
emergency. Although the fire itself caused little damage (aside from the need to clean up after the fire
extinguisher), the subsequent power shut‐down to the lab had a significant consequence: on re‐
powering the ODF data server computer died. We managed, thanks to hard work and creative
programming by Mary Johnson, our ODF data manager, to set up the data server and web site on her
laptop.
After spending more than two days testing and sampling at this first site, we continued our south‐
westward transect with alternating “demi” and full stations (see Figure 2). A demi‐station typically
involved single shallow GTC and Niskin cast (the one exception to this was station 4, where we only
completed a Niskin cast so that the GTC sampling team could catch up). The T‐S diagram in Figure 1 also
shows the progressive attenuation of the MOW salinity maximum as we moved away from the
European coast, as would be expected from our knowledge of the large scale distribution of salinity at
mid‐depths in the North Atlantic.
Station 5 found us at the
beginning of our 22°W
meridional section, where
we turned due southward,
alternating full‐ and demi‐
stations. Station 7, a full
station, coincided with the
recently sampled German
GEOTRACES occupation
(Meteor Cruise M81/1,
GEOTRACES section A11 by
Martin Frank and others).
We attempted to replicate
Figure 2: Our planned (numbered symbols) and actual (red line) cruise track.
most of the depths sampled
during the German cruise to allow maximum opportunity for inter‐comparison. Unfortunately, stringent
limitations in water availability (heavy subscription by participating U.S. analysts) prevented us taking
any “library samples” for distribution to non‐U.S. laboratories. Following this station we continued on to
Station 8, a demi‐station.
Figure 3 shows a meridional section of shipboard measurements dissolved Al and Fe by the U. Hawaii
group (Measures and Hatta). The Al section (upper panel) has salinity contours overlaid. The two
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